Life at The Top – Chapter 1637
“There are two suspicious-looking cars that have been behind us for more than three minutes.”

Gary looked at the car in the rearview mirror, which changed its direction in accordance with their car, and
said, “Pay closer attention to it.”

Seamus looked serious and took out a device from a black box he was carrying with him.

When Jasper saw a drone appearing in Seamus’s hands, he was very surprised.

“Are there drones now?” Jasper asked.

Seamus nodded and said, “This is the most cutting-edge equipment even in the military. We’ll only be
distributed one when we go out to carry out important tasks.”

Jasper looked at the drone in Seamus‘ hand. It was the size of a palm and it had four propellers, just like the
famous civilian drone in later generations.

Many civilian technologies appeared after military technologies were simplified and some special functions
were modified and deleted. The same applied to drones.

Seamus rolled down the window of the car, released the drone, and then skillfully controlled the drone through
the sky. After that, he observed it through the electronic display on the remote control.

The moment the drone appeared, the cars behind them realized that they had been exposed.

After the car swayed for a while, one of the cars accelerated sharply and charged toward the car Jasper was in.

“Enemy spotted. We’re under attack and we’ve entered a state of emergency!”

Gary’s eyes turned cold while driving and he shouted at Seamus while stepping on the accelerator to accelerate.
“Roger!”

Seamus took out two pistols and six magazines from the black toolbox. Right after this, before Jasper could
recover from the shock of seeing a real gun the first time in both of his lives, he heard a gunshot from outside
the car.

Jasper did not have time to see what happened before Seamus pulled him down to squat under the seat. His
head was firmly pressed against the front passenger seat in an extremely uncomfortable position.

In his previous life and current life, he was being the subject of an assassination for the first time, seeing a real
gun for the first time, heard a gunshot for the first time, and he might have to experience death for the first
time. He was genuinely afraid that he might lose his life here.

Jasper smiled bitterly. Today, too much history had been written.

“The drone was knocked down.”

Seamus’s voice made Jasper realize that the shot was not directed at a person, but at the drone flying overhead.
After that, Jasper felt the car jolt suddenly as if it was hit by something. Then, it began to sway violently.

“Mr. Laine, don’t lift your head.”

Seamus’s voice was drowned by the sound of explosive gunfire.

Jasper could not see the outside because he could not raise his head, but he could hear more and more intense
and brakes, screams, collisions, and gunfire. He did not know how long it took when he suddenly felt a loud

bang from the car. Then, his head hit the back of the seat in front. At that moment, he felt as if the whole
world was spinning.

Jasper was in a daze, completely unaware of how he was pulled out of the car by Seamus.

Turning his head and looking around, Jasper realized that the car he was sitting in had overturned on the side
of the road. Not far away, there was a car in blazing flames with a man lying beside it. He could not tell
whether this man was still alive or not.

Seamus grabbed Jasper, raised his hand, and fired continuously. Each shot elicited the screams of several
people hiding behind the car not far away.

After suppressing their opponents, Seamus did not say a word. He pulled Jasper into an alley, while Gary,
who was watching their backs, activated a smoke bomb, threw it into the middle of the road, turned his head,
and ran.

